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The most common method for measuring
current is to measure the voltage across
a small “sense” resistor (RSENSE), which
is placed in the current path. To avoid
problems created by placing a resistor in
a ground path, the sense resistor is
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usually placed on the supply side of the
circuit. As illustrated in Figure 1, a highside current sense amplifier extracts a
small differential voltage from a high dc
supply voltage.
High side current sensing was
traditionally accomplished with a handful
of discrete components (resistors,
capacitors, switches), op amps,
differential amplifiers and/or
instrumentation amplifiers. Today,
however, dedicated high side current
sense ICs can offer faster response, lower
power consumption, higher accuracy and
smaller space requirements. As a result,
dedicated high-side current sense
amplifiers are being widely deployed,
fueling a demand for higher density
devices. In particular, a dual device (two
high- side current sense amplifiers in a
single package) is desire-able for dual
supply monitoring and can uniquely
address a few common current sense
applications.
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H-Bridge Driver Circuits
Actuator drives, such as those for a
motor, are typically bidirectional in nature
and usually based on an H-bridge
topology. The H-Bridge MOSFET array
(shown in Figure 2) uses pulse width
modulation (PWM) to vary the
commanded torque. Current monitoring
can be used as part of a closed-loop servo
and/or for fault detection and protection
features. The classical current sense
approach is to place a sense resistor in
series with the load (Figure 2A). A better
approach uses two sense resistors, placed
between the power supply and each ½
bridge (Figure 2B). The sense voltages
now accurately reflect the current in each
side of the H-bridge, avoiding noise
induced in the current sense amplifier as
a result of large voltage swings that occur
at the motor load. Furthermore, this split
configuration detects MOSFET failures or
load shorts, all of which may not be
detected with a single-sense resistor.
Bi-directional Operation
Bidirectional current sense refers to
monitoring current flowing in both
directions through the sense resistor. For
example, in a battery-powered system, a
sense resistor may monitor the discharge
current from battery to load and the
same resistor could be used to monitor
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charge current from charger to battery
(see Figure 3). Bidirectional current sense
amplifiers can offer a simple solution for
bidirectional applications. Some of these
amplifiers can detect both positive and
negative sense voltages from common
mode voltages up to 60V.

An alternative to using a bidirectional
current sense amplifier is to use two
unidirectional devices with each amplifier
monitoring current in one direction. An
advantage of this technique is to increase
the effective full-scale input sense range.
To see this, consider that a single
bidirectional amplifier must handle sense
voltages that range from –VSENSE to
+VSENSE. Since dynamic range, gain
accuracy and response time depend on
the full scale sense voltage, two separate
amplifiers, each handling half of the full
input signal range, can improve
performance.
Bidirectional operation with two amplifiers
can also be valuable when there are
different current ranges in each direction.
For a rapid charge system, as an
example, charge current may be
considerably higher than discharge
current. For this situation, a separate gain
setting for each direction can be used
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and/or different sense resistors can be
used for each direction. By using different
sense resistors (as shown in Figure 4),
excessive power dissipation can be
avoided since both high charge current
and low discharge current are not forced
through the same resistor. Separate
sense resistors also allow for adjusting
the gain and resolution for each
direction.

High/Low Gain Ranging
For unidirectional current monitoring
across a large current range, two
amplifiers with different sense resistors in
series can provide a “high” current range
and a “low” current range. This
effectively divides the current sense
requirement into two tasks; each handled
by one amplifier, providing a wide
dynamic range of operation. As illustrated
in Figure 5, circuitry can be used to
combine the current sense outputs and a
MOSFET can be used to bypass the lowcurrent sense resistor when operating in
the high-current range. Bypassing the lowcurrent sense resistor reduces power loss
and increases it’s reliability by not forcing
high currents through it.
Dual High Voltage, High Side Current
Sense Amplifiers Set New Standards
For dual high-side current sense
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applications, the LTC6103 and LTC6104
by Linear Technology are particularly well
suited. These new devices have two highside amplifiers in a single MSOP8
package; the LTC6103 contains two
entirely independent amplifiers and the

with outputs combined via a current
mirror. The two independent outputs of
the LTC6103 can provide a single
differential output, which can be ideal for
ADC interfacing. The single, bi-directional
output of the LTC6104 output is
convenient for feedback and servo control
applications.
Each amplifier has a 1usec step response,
allowing quick response when sensing
rapid and perhaps unexpected current
changes. With a common mode input
voltage range up to 70V, they can
operate with a wide range of system
voltages.
This hightwo
common
mode
LTC6104 contains
amplifiers
voltage also provides plenty of headroom
to operate through many load fault or
flyback conditions, which can cause high
voltage peaks. Operation over the
temperature range of –40 to 125°C also
make these parts appropriate for
industrial and automotive applications.
Input bias current is much less than 1uA
(100 nA typ), practically eliminating input
current as a source of error for most
applications. The max input offset voltage
is ±450 uV; enabling these amplifiers to
resolve sense voltages down to 450uV.
With such precision, the user has a lot of
flexibility in choosing a sense resistor to
maximize dynamic range or minimize
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appropriate sense resistor is determined,
the two gain setting resistors can be
selected for the gain and impedance
characteristics most appropriate for the
application.
Fundamentally, the LTC6103 and
LTC6104 operate as high common mode
transimpedance amplifiers. As an
alternative to current sensing, by way of
a small sense voltage, these amplifiers
can operate with large differential inputs.
Such signal monitoring is not indicative of
current measurements, but rather voltage
power dissipation. Once an
measurements.
Conclusion
Rapid adoption of high-side current sense
amplifiers is proving their usefulness as
flexible, general-use devices. Higher
density configurations are generating
significant interest for their size and

cost
benefit, as well as for addressing a host of
new applications. In particular, dualcurrent sense amplifiers can be especially
useful for H-bridge current monitoring,
bidirectional current monitoring and
high/low gain ranging applications.
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References
1. Output of bidirectional circuits can be
differential or single-ended, via a
summing circuit (not shown)
2. The minimum supply voltage (provided
on +IN pin on Figure 8) is 4V and the
maximum voltage that can be placed on
the –IN pin is 70V, providing a full input
translation voltage (VIN) up to 66V.
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